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                                 ABSTRACT

        The daily variation of atmospheric Radon-content near the surface of the ground
    was observed in Tottori for one year and the effect of wind direction, wind velocity,
    atmospheric pressure, atmospheric temperature, and rain fall on Radon-contents of
    atmosphere were investigated. And from these data, the infiuence of local earth-
    quakes occurring in the vicinity ef Tottori on the increase of atmospheric Radcn-
    content is diseussed in some detail and their correlation was fairly well aseertained.

1. IntroGuction

    The discovery of radioactive substances in the atmosphere was made by Elster
and Geitel (1), who gave ca physical explanation by it for the weak conductivity of

the air. After them, many measurements of radioactive substances in the atmosphere

have been made at various places in the world. These investigations have made it
clear that the chief radioactive substances in the atmosphere are Radon, Thoron and

thelr decay products, and they have a close relatioBship with the meteorological elements

and the position of observatory. The fact that the mean Radon-content in the atmos-

phere near the ground surface over the continents ameunts to about leO-w2000Å~iO-i8 C

crript3 and over the oceans to about 1-v2Å~10Hi8 C cmm3(2), shows that the origin of

Radon is continenta!, and this suggests that the Radon-centent in the atmosphere may

have some relaÅíion with any geophysical phenomena originating from Åíhe change of

state of the ground, for exampie, in case of the occurrence of earthquakes or the dis-

placement of active faults. Taking meteorological and seismological factors into coR-

sideration, a series of measurements of the atmospheric Radon-content were rnade at

the site of 2m above the ground sutface once a day for a period of one year from

March, 1955 to February, 1956 aÅí the play ground of Tottori University ln Tottori.

The details oÅí the experiments and the results will be presented in the foilowing.

2. Methoa of measurement

    In measuring the radioactive element$ in the atmosphere, Radon is preferably
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adopted as the object ef measurement, for it has a relatively long half-life, this con-

dition being considered to be the most suitable in the present investigation for detecting

any correiation between the time variation of atmespheric radioactivity and geophysical

phenorr}ena. There are three possible methods of measuring the radioactive eiements

in the atmosphere; one is in removing the emanations from the air by absorption and

condensation, and measuring them in an ionization chamber, or only using an ioniza-

tion chamber of large volume for measurement (e.g. 13-v45 liters by. Vancour (3)).

Since the above-mentioned "enrichment method" is comparatively diMcult for daily

measurement, and also since, in the large ionization chamber method, enly small part

of the atmospheric RadoR is measured, these methods were not employed. The second

method utilizes the property of some radioactive decay products which carry a positive

electrical charge. These prodttcts are deposited on negative}y charged co}iectors,

where their ionization effect can be examined. This technique is termed the "induc-

tion method". The experimental techniqtte of the induction method is simpler than

that of emanometry, but quantitatively Iess reliable. The third method consists in the

deposition of radioactive matter from a given amount of air by point discharge, as

suggested by Sella (4). The same method in a modernised arrangement was used

recently by Wilkening (5). In these circumstances the "induction method" was pre-

ferably used Åíor the present investigation after improving both the method and instru-

ment so as to increase quantitative reliability.

(a) Arrangement of the induction method

    According to Eckmann (6), the RaA atoms are poskively charged immediately

after their formation. Furthermore, the other by-products also carry, at }east in part,

eiectric charges. Consequently, iÅí they did not soon lose a large part of their charge

by interaction with the ions in the atmosphere, they would be coliected on a nega-

tively charged body. The general type of a practical techniqge for carryiBg out sueh

                                   measurements is that in which a wire is kept

                                   at a high negative electric potential, exposed

                                   for several hours, and then wound on a spool
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Fig. 1. Measuring arrangement.
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and examined in an ionizatien chamber. Con-

cerning this method, Gerdien (7) and Bauer (8)

tried some improvements and introduced the
aspiration process t"'or collection.

    In the present investigation the fo}lowing

induction method was adopted, its arrangement

being shown in Fig. 1, and the practical tech-

nique is briefly described as follows : the aspira-

tion tube is set at the height oi 2m above the
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ground surface; the velocity of air aspiration is adjusÅíed to 2m/sec ; a plece oÅí metal

plate of zinc (4.5Å~6cm2) is hung for 30 minutes in the aspirator tube, and it is kept

at an electric negative potential of about 11K.V. After the metal plate has acquired

a certain amount oÅí radioactivity, it is measured with a Lauritsen electrorrieter,

the va!ue of which is expressed as d.p.m. (scale-division per minute) and shows

the mean value of change in scale-divislon per 10 minutes in the present observatlons.

Both the veiocity of air aspiration and the plate's electric negative voltage were so

arranged as to gain the most favourable conditions for the present study, after

numereus careful tests. By the above described arrangement, the weak point of tke

induction method (the uncertainty of measured air mass), is greatly mitigated, and

it is certainly servlceable for the present study on time variation of air RadoR. Since

the LauritseR e}ectrometer (9) is well known, the description of its details will be

omitted here.

(b) ComParison with actual value

    It is said that the induction method supplies only relative valges which, when

obtained under similar working conditions, are more or less comparable with one ano-

ther. Newever Eve (le) has obtained reliable quantitative results by exposiRg the

collecting wire in a !arge closed vessel, 16m3 in vo}ume, and compares the resultant

activity with that obtained under the condition of a known quantity ef Radon in the

same vessel.

    In the present case, a method was applied to get a re}iable actual Radon-content.

A known qttantity of Radon, which has reacked equilibrium with its decay products,

is sent into the aspirator. It is measured by the above-described inductioB method,

and the div2sion of Lauritsen electrometer is compared with a knewn quantity of

iBtroduced Radon. Then Erom the result obtained, a divislon of 1.0d.p.m. oR the

Lauritsen electrorneter is approxi-
                                         apsn.
mately equal to 141Å~10-'8Ccm'A3. 3g

But in this report, the content of o
                                         o
Radon is generally shown by d.p.m.
ttnits except for special cases. 2•oY .
                                       P
                                               o(c) Decav of collected radioactive

     elements OOo.                                                    oe                                     i.o    From the observation of the

decay curve of induced decay pro- e .                                                           oducts, collected eiements can be ana- e                                      c nvmu]ditslysed. The data of decay curves, g 20 4e 6e se ioo i2a i4e iso {se 2aomin.

which were ebtained from prelimi- Fig. 2. Pecay curve of Type l.
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     d.p,m nary observations conducted at
 i•o TotÅíori f'rom December 1952 to

,,,

1.(OSii""
X.,,,..., l•in,lg"k\':,gg9tll'iv6e,i"fig,:/gi.S#•16nagii,?l,C,C-.e

                            .t.
                                               and 3. The analysis of a curve of          Fig. 3. Decay curve of Type Ii.
                                                the type as that in Fig.2 by

rueans of the ordi'nary procedure for examining the graph represented by means ef a

semilogarithm shows that the cellected elements are RaA, RaB and RaC, while a curve

of the type as in Fig. 3 shows that the same elements are contained, but iR this case

RaB and RaC have net reached a radioactive equilibrium with RaA. In conclusion,

it has been made clear that the radioactive elements collected on Åíhe surface of a

metal plate are on!y decay products of Radon.

    The appearance percentage of the two types of curves mentiened above are respec-

tively 10:1 at Tottori and 3:1 in Misasa. The high yatio of Misasa is considered to

be attributable to its local characteristic of having many radioactive hot springs, each

spring ceRtaining 100-v300 mache Radon. In carrying out these observations, it was

planned te measure the air Radon every neon in routine work and to denote the mean

value of division of the fust 10 minutes in the decay curve as the Radon value of

that day.

3. VargatgeR of tke atmospkerie Raden-content

    The daily ebservation by the method described above was made during the one

year peried frem March 1955 to February 1956 at the play ground in the Tottori
Vniversity to study the relation of atmespheric Radon-content with the meteerological

elemeRts. Some relations obtained frcm these observations wil} be discussed in this

sectlon.

(a) Diurnal variation of Radon-content of t'he atmosPhere

    Becker (IX) and Ma6ek (12) reportecl that the diurnal curves certainly show a

single period with a maximum during the night and a minimum during the afternoon.

Measurements conduct'ed in Tottori show sornewhat different resuks from those obtained

by Becker and MaU'ek having some time lag, as shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the

curve of Radon-content seems to correspond to the diurnal variation ef tempera-

ture, except during the time of a rain fall. Its reason is suppesed to be that the rate

of exhalation of radioactive gas from the soil is affected by the temperature, dryness

ef the soil, surface groimd moisture, and wind force. In general Åíhe temperature has
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a clese relationship with the above-mentioned effects; for example, in the daytime

there being no dexv and the temperatttre being high, by the diffusion and suctiop-

effect of the wind upon the ground capillaries, Radon is brought into the atmosphere

and transported to greater heights l)y vertical convection, and then the Radon-content

in the lower air becornes srnall. And moreover, the Radon-content may be affected

by a change in electric field, as Radon decay preducts carry positive charges. But in

the present observation the measurernent ef electric field was not made, and its effect

remained unsolved.

        wEApiER cLouDelMtiN IfeeLovo-di•l-FmE -i,Yt!]li[Olie,

            "-))tr.. i41 Nx /l          zGi hXs:}.-.c,,.. .A.. .-Z..[.l,/6/ 'Rxx4, 4.,b,.A.A...(x'i'o li/ ie

                          o X.A-" i          1.e o -s           c OOJe
            12 ls e s 12 IS O 6 f2 Sl           fiSV. 6tk,IS54 7th eth
                Fig. 4. Diurnal variation of atrnospheric Raden-content
                       observed at Tottori.

(b) Relations to direction of tke wind

    It is expected that the Rcadon-contents of the atmosphere become large in land

wind and smail in maritlme wind, when tlaey are measured at Tottori which is close

to the Japan sea. In this section the relation between the direction of the wind and

the mean value of Radon-content will be discussed. On such phenomena as the hys-

teresis of the wind, i.e. the classification of winds from Siberia or frorn I<orea, or

the effect of deep snow, for example, no consideration is given here. The data during

the observation year classified according to the direction of wind are averaged fer

each direction and their "standard value" are shown in Table 1. The meaniRg of

"standard value" is as follows: the reliability of each mean value of Table 1 is not

equal, because the number of data of each wind direction is not the same and, more-

over, there may be some uncertainty as to the wind direction. To avoid these defects,

by giving the weight of accuracy of 1.0 fer the rr}ean value of a wind direction and

weight of O.5 for the both mean values for adjoining direction, a weighted mean

value of three adjoining directions is assigned for "star.dard value". Thus the

"sÅíandard value" is sgpposed to show smoother and more reliable d/ata than the

ordinary mean value, and be mere suitable for future treatinent, as shown in Fig. 5

which shows the mean and standard values for each wind direetion. it is alse to be
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Table 1. Atmospheric Radon-content
   correlated with the wind
   directions.
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remarked that the direction of the wind of that day w.as decided by referring to the

data of wiRd direction observed at 9 and i2 o'clock in 'lrottori Meteorological ebser-

vatory apt-d when direction of the wiRcl at both times differed so greatly from each

other, the latter was employed. For the conveniep.ce of reference the pesition of the

observation station ap-d the Tottori Meteorological Observatory, and their surroundings

are shown in Fig. 6. The value assigned for the north-west wind representing air

masses of maritime origin shows $mall Radorvcontent in contrast to the south-east

wind whose standard value is exceedingly large. The standard values of each wind

direction observed at Misas.ft from Septernber 1952 to May l953 are showR in Fig. 7.

As the observatien place of the Misasa Middle School at Misasa is situated to the

north-west of the radioactive hot springs, the standard value observed at Misasa is

considered to be greatly influenced by the effect of Radon exhaled from the hot springs

and their p.eighbourhood. Concerning the reliability of the difference ef the standard

value above obtained in case of Totteri, Åíhe significance of the difference between

those for the north-wind and south-wind was examined by stochastics and the reality

of existence was recognized with great certainty in the signlficant levei of O.19o-.

(c) Relation to preciPitation

    Maeek (12) reported that the precipitatiolt, particularly that of long duration,

decreases the Radon-content ; this can easily be exp}ained by a decrease of exhalation

due to the clogging of the ground capillaries and in addition, the absorption of Radon by

rain drops. In the present observation the data on their xelation are listed in Table 2,

        Table 2. Correlation between precipitation and atmospheric Radon-content,

"?ipi?ati:llfig I'
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in which the correla.tion of precipitation during the 24 hours before the time of Radon

observation and atmospheric Radon-content is tabulated. In this case, correlation

coeracient of -O.09, and significant level of 60% by stochastic calculation, tells us

that their correlation may safely be neglected in the present treatmettt.

(d) Relation to atmosPheric te•nePerature

    The seasonal variation seems to run generally parallel to the temperature curve

as, for example, in the case of Messerschmidt (13), but there are some exceptions as

iR the case of the observation at Innsbruck, where the atmospheric Radon is highest

in the cold season. In the present treatment, those data are selected which are between

1015mb and 1020 mb atmospheric pressure in order to avoid the effect of atmospheric

pressure, and the relation between atmospheric Radon-content and atmospheric tern-

perature is investigated. The data are listed in Table 3, and the correlation coethcient

calculated is O.06 in this case. For the test ef significance of correlation, the signi-

ficant level of 70 9oi is derived frorn stochastic calculation which permits a safe neglect

of effect by atmospherlc temperature upon the variation of atmospheric Radon in the

present treatment.

          Table 3. Correlation between at mospheric temperature and atmospheric
                  Radon-content.
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         Va}ue of "Radon-Åëontent" is the ratio to each standard value.

(e) Relation to atmosPheric Pressure

    Accerding to Ma6ek (12), Kesmath (14) and Priebsch (15), falling pressure

increases the Radon-content and rising pressure decreases it, as is to be expected

from the atmospheric infltience upon the exhalation, whereas Smyth (16) denied these

relations. In tliis section the data of April, May, June and July which seem to show

comparatively Iarge variations of atmespheric pressure are se}ected and listed in

Table 4. The corrEgation ccedicienÅí iR this ctase becomes -O.20, and the significant
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level, calculated for test ef significance, of correlation is 5%, which means a negative

lew correlation,

    Table 4. Correlation between atmospheric pressure and atmospheric Radon-content.
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    Value of "Radon-content" is the ratio to each standard value.

(f) Difference of Radon-content due to observation Places

    According to the large number of data collected by Israel <2), the mean Rado"-

centent of the aÅímesphere near the surface Gf the continents ameunts to about in the

range of 100-v2000Å~10m"i8 C cm-3.

    This difference ef Radon-colttent seems to be reduced to tlie loca! characteristics of

the observatory, for instance to their meteorological type, geographical pesition, etc•

It is well known that the exhalation rate of Radon from the ground surface on the

fault line is large. Cencerning the Iecal character of atmespheric Raden-content, some

ebservations for comparison at the play ground of the Tottori University, and at the

             'Table 5. Difference of atmospheric Radon-content observed at
                      Tottori and Misasa.

?lace and time  Number
i of data
I

'

Tottori, lslov. 1952- Feb. 1953

Misasa, Nov. 2952- Feb. 1953
g2

> C lo-lscm-3

      iMean .I. Max.

119

K6
362

478

Min.

23.9

25.5

ground of the Misasa middle school were made, their results being tabulated in Table 5.

The Raden-content at Misasa seems larger than that at Tottori, and the cause may be

attributable to the circumstances that Misasa is the place of radioactive hot springs

and, moreover, more distant from the sea shore compared with Tottori.
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(g) Relation to wind velocity

    It is ex. pected that the exhalation of the Radon fnay have some reiation with wind

velocity, because it is connected with suction effect of the wind. On some groups of

data, which are classified according to the direction of wind, 40 examples oÅí NE win.d,

3i examples of NNW wind, 25 examples of S wind, and 22 examples of SE wind, the

correlation coeMcients were calculated. Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9 show respectively the

correlation of wind velocity and atmospheric Radon-cowatent. The correlation coeMcients

                                          are as follows; NE: -O.05, NNW: O.Ok7,
 Table 6. Correltation between wincl velo-
          city and atmospheric Raclen- S: diO085 and SE: -e.348. The cor-
          content in case of NE }vinG rel.ation coeMcients of these are teo small
          direction.                                          to be discttssed, and these resul`ts are
    (dR.np.kCoOi.'tsi considered to reveal that the diffusion
                                                                             thewind l2 5811 14 17 20 22 25 28 effect of the wlnd may be equal to
velocity
 (m/sec.) Å~

lk

2 11
32322
21 21
121 1
21211
     11
     2

111

suction effect of the wind. For refer-
ence, the mean value of wind velocity and

frequency of wind direcÅíion which are

observed in Tottori, are shown respec-

tively in Figs. 8 and 9.

Table 8. Correlation between wind velo-
         city and atmospheriÅë Radon-con-
         tent in case of S wind direction.

r== - o.os

Table 7. Correlation between wind velo-
city and atmosperic Radon-con-
tent in case of NNW win(l
direction.
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Table 9.

VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC RADON-CONTENT

 Correlation between wind velocity and atmospheric
 Radon-content in case of SE wind directien.

109
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       Fig. 8. Mean value of wind velocity
     for each wind direction at Tottori.

4. 0xx tke relatiems between atmospheric Radon-content and earthquakes

    Considering that the atmospheric Radon is mainly exhaled from the ground sur-

face, it is considered to be worth discussing whether there exists or not aRy reiation

between the variation of atraospheric Radon-content and the occurrence of earthquakes,

especia!ly of !ocal shocks near Tottori. For the purpose of detecting soine infiuences

of an earthquake upen RadoA-content, raw materials observed musÅí be corrected for

all other conceivable effects other than earthquakes. Fortunately in the present case,

the effects of the wind direction is the only thing that needs some consideration, and

the relation to atmcspheric pressure is got taken up here, for its correlation coeracient

is comparatively smal!. Thus, in the fol!owing sections, all data are expressed in their

ratio to the standard vaiue for each wind direction, and it is generally considered
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that the effect of wind direction may be corrected by this process. For instance, the

measured value of 1.5 scale division per minute in case of north-wind is calculated

as 2.0 by dividing it with the standard value of O.75 in N-wind in Table 2 and

similar}y when south-east wind is blowing, it becomes O.82. Namely in the former

case the measured value of Radon is interpreted as anomalously large, and in the

latter case it is an ordinary value in this wind directien.

(a) On the atmosPheric Radon-content measured before and after the eartJtquafee

    In this section all data of Radon-content during one year are investigated in

yegard to the relatlon with the earthquake. In Table 10, the distribution of the

             Table 10. Atrnospheric Radon-content observed before and after
                       the occurrence of earthquake.
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Fig. 10. Relation between the observed intensity of
  atrnospheric Radonc-ontent and the nunaber of days
  before and after the earthquake occurrence,

value.

observed intensity of atmos-
pheric Radon-centent nermalised

by the standard vaiue is cias-

sifiedly tabulated referring to

the number of days before and

after the earthqual<e occurrence.

The earthquakes listed in the

table are a total ef 61 earth-

quakes which were observed
during the period of present in-

vestigatien with the seismometer

of the Imamura type at the
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Tottori Meteoro!ogical Observatory,

the free period and magnification

of the seismograph being 4.0sec
40 respectively. The distribution 2n

Table 10 is shown in Fig. 10 in
wkich the ordinate shows the ratio

of the observed number to the ex-

pected number. Expected numbers

are meant the number of days which

are theoretically expected to appear

and calcuiated from the frequency

distribution of total data. Accord-

ing to Fig. IO the days of large

Radon-content are expected several

days after an earthquake has occur-

red, and considering the process of

Radon exha!ation frorn soils and the

half-life of Radon, this phenomenon

is reasonably explained. To show

it more cleariy, the distribution of

the data during the period of three

days after the earthquake is shown

in Table li, according to which,

most values larger than 30 are ob-

served within three days after the

earthquake, and even in the case of

these days, and thus some

the earthquake occurrence seems to

But, by applying the test to ascertain

two distributions of total data and

which are shown in the percentage

view that there are some differences

data, is estimated as 90.0oi by '
stochastic calcuiation. Consequently,

pheric Radon-content and

the test of stochastics so far as

(b) ,Relation between atmosPheric

    In the preceding section, the

ATMOSPHERIC RADON-CONTENT 111

  Table 11. Atmospheric Radon-content observed
           during three days after the earthquake
           occurrence.

Rn cont.

  '6.E'

  O,5
  O.8

  1.1

  1.4

  1.7

  2.e

  2.3

  2.6

  2.9

  3.2

  3.5

  3.8

  4.1

  4.4

  5,6

  5.9

  6.2

I
    Totali
l 'Nti'ttise'''f'

l of data i

   lg5 ]i

   7s I
         l•
   :Z '}i'

ii11•l

    2 I.
       i i'    2 ll•
       II    1 il
         I
       jl
    1 I•l
       '
       Ii
    , Il,

    1 .•,

         /

data

   e/o

  24.9

  26.8
  21.5
  11.0

          va!ues

 relationship

          exlst

         data

          columns

      uslng

the earthquake

      a!1 the earthquakes observed

        Radon-content

       relation

8
.

61

I. Data in 3 days
RIt.9I.1.l./L,?`l,'S",gB//.}e.

Nurnber
ef data

,g]

gg

  13
   8 .i
      l•
   6i      l
   3'
   4I
   4i
      i   II
   il
   ,I

      i
      I

      i

   ii
   i l'•

c/o

26.2

26.1

19.6

 8.5

19.8

 ""ifotal 362 ' l53 r-- `-M
  Vaiue of "Radon-content" is the ratio to each
  standard value.

      over 2.50, 75.0o- of them are observable in

  between Radon-content in the atmosphere and

 ' , as far as the above argument is concerned.

the real existence of different character between

   during three days after earthquake eccurrence

       of Tabie 11, the significant level of this

 between the distribution of these two sets of

 the distribution of z` of 4 free dimensions in

the prospect for the re!ation between the atmos-

   occurrence is calcu!ated to be negative from

                      at Tottori are concerned.

           and local shocles

    between the value of Radon and earthquake
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occurrence was not noticed from the s#andpoint of stochastics, though it seems to exist

i.n appearance as shown in Fig. IO and Table il. In this section the same argument

as described al)ove will be applied enly to the local shocks occurred near Tottori. It

         Table 12. Earthquakes which have their epicenters in Tottorl Prefecture.

                            Intensity ofI         Date of earthquake
                             earthquake li             occurrence

                                 I         22h 14th May 1955
         15h l9th iwray                                 I
         20h 25th Jun.                                 I
         22h 23th Jun. i IIt---Ill
          8h 26th Jun. I II
          4h 27th Jun. I e

          2h 30th Jun. O
         20h 13th Oct. III
                                      E         !9h 14th Oct. i I
                            l         19h 20th Oct. I I
                            l
         23h 18th Nov. i I
         13h 21th Nov. i I
          4h lth Feb. 1956 l' I
                            '         22h 24th Feb. I o                            li
         ..t..t..t....t.t....t.tt..ttt.t...t.t.......+..............t...tt.t.ttt.ttt.t.tttt.tt.tttttttttttt.tt......

is expected that the relation between

the atmospheric Radon-content and
occurrence of local shocks can, if exist-

ing, be fairly well detected, since the

intensity of atmospineric Radon-content

is supposed to be greatly increased by

exhalation from the ground surface near

the observation station caused by the

violent shaking of loca} shocks and,

moreover, the increased Radon-content

will reach the observation station with

less absorption and diffusion into the

large air mass. Table i2 shows those

earthquakes which had their epicenters

in Tottori prefecture, and these l4
earthquakes are treated as local shocks

in the present case. Referring to the

above 14 earthquakes the sarne proce-

dure was applied as in the preceding

Epicenter

 neighbourhood of Tottori Åëity

 neighbourhood of Tottori city

 neighbourhood of Chizu
 upper $tream district of Hino river

 upper stream district of Hino river

 upper stream district of Hino river

 upper stream district of Hino river

 center of Tottori prefecture

 neighbourhood of Tottori city

 neighbourhood oÅí Tottori city

 neighbourhood of Tottori city

 neighbourhood of [`ottori city

 neighbourhood Qf Tottori city

 west part ef Tottori preÅíecture

Tabie 13. Relation between the near
         quake and atmospheric
         content.

 eartk-
Radon-

        I
atom. Rn
content        l
        i'

 Data
after

of 3 days
earthquake

Number
gi...a. a. ta.

e/o

Total data

 O.2
 O.5
 O.8
 O.1
 1.4
 1.7
 2.0
 2.3
 2.6
 2.9
 3.2
 3.5
 38
 4.1
 4.4

 5.6
  5.9
  6.2

Total

l' , 1

l

l

1

l
37

 8.2
27.0
24.4
10.8

29,8

 Number '
  of date

rcg ]
l ?g i
l 38iili ?i ll

I g(
i'i 3

ll' 1l
I         'l ili'il,iii l
l• 1i'I

9/o

24.9

26.8
21.5
11.0

16.8

362

Value of "Radon-content"
standard value.

is the ratio to each
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section, the numerais being shown in Tab}e 13. It seems also to show some infiuence

ef the earthqual<e upon Radon-content, and the test o'f difference of these two distribu-

tions was tried by making use of the distribution of z` of 4 free dimensions. The

significant level of this Åíest showsO.196, i.e. it can certainly be said in this case that

when an earthquake occurs near the observatory the Radon in the atmosphere in-

creases. Next, some explanation must be found for the earthquakes which were net

accompanied by the increase in Radon-content, narnely, the earthquakes on May 14th

and May 19tk 1955. !t may be attributabie to the blowing wind. from the sea in north

d!rection during these days, because the air mass of maritime origiR has iow Radon-

content, and the Radon exhaled by the shaking of the earthquake from sea side
aliuvium is of low value and, fgrthermore, the area which can contribute to Radon

exhalatien is very narrow m this case.

 (c) Relation between atmosPheric Radon-

     content and intensity of eartkquake

    The sixty one earthquakes recorded at

the Tottoyi Meteorological Observatory are

classified according to their intensity as well

as their relation to the atmespheric Radon-

coRtent, which was measured dttring the three

days after the earthquake, and they are shown

,in Table 14. Their correlation coethcient be-

comes O.24 and according to the test of
significance of correlation, this relation is

slightly recognized, but with the significant

!evel of 10 /0o!.

(d) Eiffect of distant eartkqualees traced by

     atr currents

    As mentioned above, the relation beÅíween

the atmospheric Radon-content and iocal
shocks l}as beeR fairly well recognized.

of Radon exhaled by a diseant earthquake

Tottori from its epicentral region.

current in question is blewing near the

disturbance by the confignration of the

mass is displaced from the epicenter to

by the earthq"ake. For instance it is possib}e

the wind velocity to be 3m/sec. From this

Table 14. Correlation between inten-
         sity ef earthquake and
         atmospheric Radon-content.

x../Ii.IEteg:lttyh.ofl"

      xquakei, O
atom.         xx l'
Rn content 'x.1. i

         ,lliii l{i i'IlI gl
     l  lg, i

   2I

Ip//li 2I

I. ,I

IIII'IF     'i' l'IIIIlltt     i
     /

II

'r''

I

?

III

1

1

1

            r..O.24
            Value of "Raden-content" is the ratio
            te each standard value.

  In this secti'en we shaR briefiy discuss the effect

       and transported by favourable winds to

Concerning the displacement eE air mass, the air

     ground surface, and it may receive much

     ground, but here it is assumed that the air

     Tottori retaining most of the Radon caused

         to move 26e km in 24 hours, pyesuming

        point of view, the effect 2n qttestion was
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examined for some distant earthquakes, taking wind direction into consideration as

deduced frem the Far-East weather chart issued by the Central Meteorological Obser-

vatory. Fig. 11 shows the relation between the variation of Radon-content observed

in Tottoyi and the direction of wind determined from the weather chart, when the

earthquake occurred in Ibaraki Pretecture on June 15, i955. This ls an example of a

case of the air mass which is supposed to be transported to Tottori from the epiceR-

trak region. Fig. 12 shows the case of an earthquake, occurring in the Tokushima

district on August 14, 1955, and it is an example in which the movemeRt ef air from

the epicentral region to Tottori is not expected.

              EPiCEHrER 3
iliii>t/iiilii,Iil<,L•l--ssL-tvtz8-

i,I'llllllil';ee`istb:

 Fig. 11. Relation between the '
        at Tottori and the direction
        earthquake in Ibaraki

ti•p.m.

x
            i   jVR. 14 l15 S6
           l
var!ation of atmospheric
     of wind in case
Prefecture.

 17 gg 19 th

 Radon-content
of the distant

             16 th
                   15 th
        z)<>"1>Sl/Ilfi([1pt!em

                   EPI,CEN?Ea

         Fig. 12. Relation
                 at Tottori and
                 earthquake in

    In concluding the present

atmosphere near the ground

shocks near the observation

stochastics. In this case the

pheric temperature, and ''

       2

       1

       e
      AVG.

the ''
 direction

        '
 IS

  was

 , and

d.p.m.

a-.Nor./o-D
   :

                     13 l14 15 16 17 lg th
                         '                     EARTNailAKE

  between variation of atmospheric Radon-content
       the of wind in case of the distant
      Tokushima Prefecture.

      investigation the fact that the Radon-content iR the

    surface certainly increased by the occurrence of local

     station fairly ascertained from the standpoint of

    effects caused by change oi barometric press"re, atmos-

preÅëipitation especially the infiuence by wind intensity
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and direction should carefully be corrected. The effort will be exerted, in a near

fuSure, to detect directly Åíhe infiuence of earthquake occurrence upon the change of

atmospheric Radon-content for each earthqual<e by suitable metheds of automatic and

continuous observation of atmospheric Radon and ground eradiaÅíion in genera}.
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